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Scopo dell’Advisory per Confindustria Salerno

Summary of the design process (1)

 The objective of the advisory presented here, in the form of a study, commissioned to Epistema by Confindustria Salerno,
was to provide the necessary specialist and methodological support to set up the work and create a series of tools,
methodologies, outputs and outcomes consistent with the mandate for which the Plural Women's Committee is
responsible.

 Confindustria Salerno, through the Plural Women's Committee, as partner of the Horizon 2020 Project "R&I PEERS - Pilot
Experience for improving gender equality in research organizations", Grant Agreement n. 788171, presented below, aims
to create and validate pilot experiences aimed at reducing gender diversity and the rules that limit the participation and
career of women in the field of research and innovation in the Mediterranean area.

 Through the Plural Women's Committee, Confindustria Salerno, provides the necessary link with innovative companies in
the area and their corporate vision within the project:

 supporting the definition of strategies and the improvement of GEPs (Gender Equality Plans)
 evaluating the role and impact of women in companies that carry out research
 promoting actions in support of the project
 integrating the assessments periodically carried out with an analysis of the repercussions and impacts from an entrepreneurial perspective

 Specifically, the actions of the project entrusted to the Plural Women's Committee are those of:
 implement and improve Gender Equality Plans in the research and development organizations involved
 reduce the gender gap in decision-making processes and research performance
 maximize the impact and effectiveness of gender content in research programs

 To respond effectively to the purpose and aims of the project, the Plural Women's Committee has decided, "in a
translational way", not to limit the census to research, development and innovation organizations and institutes only, but to
identify a sample of organizations (private companies) which by their nature and purpose carry out both product / service /
process research and innovation activities within them, as well as periodic or continuous and frequent partnership activities
with research bodies and universities for institutional, market and sector.

Purpose of the Advisory for Confindustria Salerno 
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Scopo dell’Advisory per Confindustria Salerno ()

Summary of the design process (2)

 Given the complexity of the organizational census, in qualitative and quantitative terms, the perimeter of the roles
concerned therefore envisaged all company functions that are in some way involved in gender equality issues. These
therefore include all the variety, richness and specificity of both line structures (operations, production, product / brand
marketing, advertising / communication, commercial, sales, logistics / distribution, R&D, technological innovation of product
/ process, communication, purchasing , ...), both staff (personnel, administration, finance, management control, ICT, legal,
audit, planning and control, external relations, institutional marketing, ...) and, ultimately, extensively, all the female
population included in the companies themselves, in order to have a wider and more articulated basin of information.

 At the same time in terms of breadth and size of the companies to be sampled, within the basin of the approximately 400
invited companies, under the responsibility of the Plural Women's Committee, a subdivision into classes of small, medium
and large companies was envisaged in order to have heterogeneous answers. , able to grasp diversified aspects, on
practices, evidence and future needs / necessities for specific in-depth studies. These specificities, which have already
emerged from the survey presented below, have and may have an impact on the future developments of the project (e.g.
which gender indicators are most suitable for which companies and for which purposes), also to avoid dimensional
distinctions and broaden the spectrum of medium-long term perspectives to be investigated on gender issues of common
interest.

 This report was drawn up in March 2021.

Purpose of the Advisory for Confindustria Salerno (follows) 
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Scopo del Progetto R&I Peers – Horizon 2020

Summary of the design process (3)

R&I PEERS PROJECT - Horizon 2020

 Mission: The R&I Peers Project aims to create and validate pilot experiences that disrupt / break down gendered
approaches and unconscious rules that limit women's participation and careers in research and innovation. It
promotes a concept of gender equality which can best be expressed as' women and men enjoy equal status and
have an equal opportunity to realize their full human potential to contribute to political, economic, social and
cultural development, and to fully benefit from results".

 Method: The R&I Peers Project promotes the following vision:
 Equality - increasing the number of women in decision-making positions in the research and innovation ecosystem and

making better use of all European talent; And
 Opportunities - promoting entrepreneurship in the field of research and innovation involving women, promoting

competitiveness and strengthening scientific engagement.

 Milestones: Over the 4 years foreseen, the R&I Peers Project aims to achieve the following objectives:
 Implement and improve seven plans for gender equality in research and innovation-oriented organizations;
 Reduce the gender gap in decision-making and research implementation activities;
 Maximizing the impact of gender content in research programs.

Purpose of the R&I Peers Project - Horizon 2020 
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Scopo del contributo specialistico e della survey

Summary of the design process (4)

 The advisory and methodological support offered by Epistema to the Plural Women's Committee for the Horizon 2020 R&I
Peers Project on gender equality included in its study:

 the creation of a matrix of reference indicators to determine the items useful for the construction of a questionnaire to be
submitted to a number of companies associated with Confindustria Salerno, which have internal Research and Development
roles. The sources of the work were extracted from documents of the R&I Peers Horizon 2020 Project, in progress;

 several fine tuning with the President of the Confindustria Salerno Women's Plural Committee to calibrate and validate an
"ad hoc" questionnaire for subsequent administration to the companies concerned;

 the processing of data collected by companies, according to consolidated and innovative methodologies for the purpose,
with summary tables, synoptics and graphs;

 the elaboration of some considerations from the point of view of their use (gender balance, public communication), in
concert with the President of the Plural Women's Committee of Confindustria Salerno;

 a summary report on the results that emerged for the prospects for improvement in line with the Mission / Vision of the R&I
Peers Horizon 2020 Project, based on Gender Equality and Gender Opportunity, and consistent with the mission of the
Confindustria Salerno Women's Plural Committee in the R&I Peers Improving Project GEPs-Gender Equality Plans.

 The audience of this report will be able to take advantage of the conclusions and relevances highlighted, to make
subsequent decisions related both to the implementation of GEPs (Gender Equality Plans), and to the construction of
gender balances, and to the identification and clarification of specific gender KPIs (highlighted in the 33 questions of the
questionnaire), in a logic oriented to criteria and objectives typical of sustainability reports or social balance sheets, with
specific standards and rating systems created for this purpose. There are currently no or no universally recognized de
facto or de jure standards in this sense.

 The panel of selected reference companies, presented below, will subsequently be interviewed in greater depth both to
provide evidence of their specificities, and to provide further ideas and suggestions for the future direction of the project to
reduce the gender gap, and finally to improve the awareness that performance based on equality between men and
women in organizations that carry out research and innovation activities within them can contribute decisively to a more
balanced, profitable and valuable social and economic development.

Purpose of the specialist contribution and of the survey 
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Purpose of the specialist contribution and of the survey (follows)

Summary of the design process (5)

 Gender balances are a topic to which this study will be able to give an initial indication. The gender balance represents an
important tool for the management and communication of policies relating to equal opportunities promoted by public or
private bodies, although currently still little used and widespread, even less, if not absent, in private companies. Although
there is an indication from the MEF (see the Prime Ministerial Decree of 16 June 2017 containing a "General methodology
of gender budgeting for reporting purposes, also taking into account the experiences already gained in the budgets of local
authorities" see http: // www .gazzettaufficiale.it / eli / id / 2017/07/26 / 17A05165 / sg, and related literature), we are still in
the absence of univocal guidelines on issues of relevance to gender equal opportunities, in the private sector, not only in
Italy.

 The 3 pillars of the gender balance theme: gender mainstreaming ("principle of horizontal integration, with the aim of
achieving gender balance in all institutions - political, economic and social - and in all activities promoted by institutions -
policy development, work, research, legislation, resource allocation, planning and design "), gender auditing (" final
verification, starting from budget data, of the results that public policies have had on men and women, in particular, in the
field of local welfare "), but we could also extend the concept to the budgets of private companies, gender budgeting (" the
application of the gender mainstreaming procedure to budget procedures, adopting a gender impact assessment of
budgetary policies, integrating the gender perspective at all levels and income and expenses to promote equality between
men and women ", Definition of the Council of Europe, March 31, 2004), are still in their infancy and the contribution of the
indicators that will be considered useful for future developments of the R&I Peers Project, derived from this study, will be
able to provide a first contribution.
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Messa a punto del questionario e percorso della survey

Summary of the design process (6)

 The reference benchmark for the survey took into consideration various sources, both from the R&I Peers Project, and
others:

 The document Description of Strategies for Gender Equality (D3.2) of the Project, basically a questionnaire with questions,
open and closed with different scales, which also require suggestions for improving corporate behavior (research institutes)
on some gender issues

 The document GEPs monitoring indicators (D3.3) of the Project, which contains over 100 indicators / KPIs described,
divided into 7 areas and 32 sub-areas, with hypotheses of related measures, to monitor gender practices

 The GEI - Gender Equality Index Europe - 2020 (EU), which contains over 30 indicators / KPIs described, divided into 8
domains and 14 subdomains, with a series of questions, between open and closed, inhomogeneous, to survey European
gender practices adopted

 The GEI - Gender Equality Index - Reporting Framework - Bloomberg 2021 (USA) (Clusters), which contains about 70
questions, divided into 5 Sections and 17 Clusters, to survey gender performance elements, also useful for investors

 The construction of the questionnaire correlated the various benchmarks and identified, in agreement with the President of
the Plural Women's Committee, through a process of successive approximations, suitable for the sample of companies to
be surveyed, a final simplified version with 33 questions - which can be considered as the key KPIs or significant indicators
of this study - divided, in addition to the company data, into 7 Sections / Clusters (see Annex 1):

 C1 - Company Gender Policies, Behavior Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention (3 questions)
 C2 - Gender Recruitment, Professional and Talent Development (6 questions)
 C3 - Gender Leadership, Accountabilities and Career Progression (8 questions)
 C4 - Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits (4 questions)
 C5 - Gender Representation, Visibility & Results / Outcomes Diffusion (3 questions)
 C6 - Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites (5 questions)
 C7 - Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education) (4 questions)

 The path for the administration to companies that have decided to join the survey, then provided for the development of a
simplified version of the questionnaire on Google Forms to enter the answers online, the provision of the link for
participation and the compilation of the form and data collection which was completed in mid-March 2021.

Development of the questionnaire and course of the survey 



 For the information to be collected (personal data separately), an innovative system was identified in the first instance with a
measurement scale with 6 answers, double reading and multiple choice, but closed / obliged, which groups / summarizes the
attention or, if we want, the company's interest on the issue (Cluster and demand), or on the elements to be surveyed, both in terms
of frequency (% from <10% to> 90%), and in terms of judgment (from absent to widespread) , depending on the question asked:

1 2 3 4 5 6

 As regards the answers to be provided to the questions, to avoid doubts of interpretation, a specific legend has been
provided on google forms, presented below:

 assenti/absent: no specific corporate document, initiative or procedure on the subject indicated
 minima/minimum: some initial documents and company procedures on the indicated topic
 basse/low: company procedures and some cases traced and applied in the company on the indicated topic
 Sufficienti/sufficient: existing business practice, in response to previous requests / requests and experiences already

lived
 ampia/extensive: consolidated practice and indications of protocols / application procedures, typical of the company
 diffusa/widespread: publicly known / recognized company practice, internal / external distinctive element

≤10% 10%÷25% 25%÷50% 50%÷75% 75%÷90% ≥90%
assenti minime basse sufficienti ampie diffuse
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Design innovation and methodology (1)

Summary of the design process (7)



Design innovation and methodology (2)
 At the same time, a unique, common and engineered methodology for decoding the answers was created, normalizing the

text of each single question. These texts are expressed in the form of a "statement of something". For example, for the
question "how much does the company apply, adopt, etc. policies, procedures, programs, or a specific behavior, practice ...
»the answer must be provided within the foreseen intervals, eg. "Minimum = 10% -25% = 2), thus making the
interpretations of the same answers unambiguous and homogeneous, both to allow an easy reading of them, and to
simplify and not make the processing system of the data collected downstream more complex , where, the presence of
multiple choice scales, but differentiated in the measures, and the presence of questions not all posed as "assertions" but
"open", would have generated both problems of non-homogeneity of treatment, and of comparison and comparison of the
answers and of the results with each other (for the purposes of sums, averages and other calculation elements).

 By examining the characteristics of the sample, a system of data classes was then introduced for some dimensions
collected from the master data, for comparisons and synoptics:

 company size (in terms of no. employees) (small, medium, large)
 % of female population in the company (small, medium, large)
 % investments in research and innovation (sum of fixed assets and costs divided by / turnover) (small, medium, large)
 commodity sector (manufacturing, services and more)
 company turnover (small, medium, large)

 Please refer to Annex 2 for details of the classes and their subdivision.

10
Summary of the design process (8)
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Design innovation and methodology (3)

Summary of the design process (9)

 For the selection of the sample of participating companies, as mentioned above, about 400 companies associated with
Confindustria Salerno were invited (their details are reported later in the Report), having in mind their size (small, medium
and large companies), able to have a widespread, broad and significant representation of various organizational realities.

 In reading the answers presented below, groupings of the "answers by means" were made (sum of the individual answers
to the questions (not empty) / divided by the number of questions) able to quickly summarize rankings of importance,
expressed as aggregations, in only 3 scales: low / not very common values, average values and high / very common
values (*), as regards the attention and / or interest in the issue in terms of policies, practices and behaviors adopted:

basso interesse/attenzione/diffusione medio interesse/attenzione/diffusione alto interesse/attenzione/diffusione

 In the same way, therefore, in reading the graphs, "ad hoc" measures were used for their rapid interpretation, creating:
 Cluster rankings, or ranking of importance, from those that obtained the highest to the lowest averages
 radar of the average responses for each Cluster, for an immediate and intuitive display
 Cluster radar with details of the% of answers in the low, medium and high values, for an immediate display of the% of attention /

interest in gender equality issues, recalled by the questions
 immediate histograms (similar to radar 3.), with indication of the% distribution of responses in the low (10%, 10% -25), medium (25%

-50%, 50% -75%) and high (75%) values % -90%, 90%), to be interpreted as attention to / dissemination of practices adopted by
companies. It should be noted that these charts show rankings, i.e. the ranking or relative positioning, which are obtained by adding
together the values above 25% of attention / diffusion in the company.

 The following 2 pages show some examples of output.
 (*) Note: Sun 12 and 13 of Cluster C3 and Sunday 19 of Cluster C4 have inverted scales.

≤10% 10%÷25%
assenti minime

25%÷50% 50%÷75%
basse sufficienti

75%÷90% ≥90%
ampie diffuse



Example - 1. Cluster ranking (ranking of importance) Example - 2. Radar of the average responses by Cluster
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Design innovation and methodology (4)

Summary of the design process (10)



Design innovation and methodology (5)

Example - 3. radar with% attention / diffusion Example - 4. histograms with% attention distribution

13
Summary of the design process (11)
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Design innovation and methodology (6)

Summary of the design process (12)

For a better visualization of the graphs, a reduced and simplified version was adopted in the text of the 33 questions, as
indicated below:

C1 Company Gender Policies, Behavior Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention gender policies and / or protocols applied or in the process of being applied / introduced 
(e.g. based on concepts of equality and access)

1 the company adopts policies, procedures and programs of: 1) awareness and disclosure to reduce discriminatory behaviors (e.g. internal training, education, others) and / or 2) safeguarding and 
evaluating gender attitudes (e.g. work behavior, habits, clothing, others) and / or 3) sexual harassment prevention training and treatment

2 the company has tax / caregrowth monitoring systems for women (e.g.% of female owners who have received deadline increases, number of advances based on results achieved, others)
3 the company has its private-life / work-related balancing policies for women (e.g. maternity protection, breastfeeding, leave for absences related to child and family care, other similar)

C2 Gender Recruitment, Professional and Talent Development

4 the company applies return-to-work programs for women (e.g. post-maternity, both career and staff interruptions, others) and / or ad hoc programs for the recruitment / selection of women in the 
workforce after career breaks

5 what was the% of women hired in the last 24 months (out of total hires)?
6 What was the% of donations in the last 24 months (e.g. development of organizational and professional / technical roles) (total promotions)?
7 what was the% of resignations or layoffs of women in the past 24 months (any cause) (out of total resignations / layoffs)?

8 what% of company turnover is produced by female employees in general roles (e.g. in the commercial / sales / key-accounting area, commercial / production agreements / alliances, other roles)?

9 the company favors workshops, seminars, training courses and professional training for women for the development of skills skills for their success and / or participation in formal / non-formal 
training activities / professional development / education / learning for adults outside the company
C3 Gender Leadership, Accountabilities and Career Progression

10 which% of women are part of the company board / CDA, also as independent directors (diversity, variety and inclusion) (out of total members)
11 Which% of women are top managers / CEOs / shareholder / owner (e.g. executives / directors, CEO, CFO, C..O, other role titles)?
12 which% of women hold senior and middle management roles (e.g. top level of the applied CCN) (sutotalowners in this contractual bracket)?
13 which% of women hold entry level and low management roles (e.g. apply the last 2 lower levels of the corporate CCNL applied) (out of total holders in this contractual range)?

14 the company adopts systems and career progression reserved for women, also connected to its assessment programs / development of potential for women (e.g. resources to think / develop for 
professional / organizational growth, succession to roles, talent management, others)

15 the company adopts procedures and plans to increase female representation in the corporate leadership team (e.g. governance / strategic partners, steering committee, others)

16 the company favors the participation of women in significant / strategic business decisions (e.g. project / program plans, tangible / intangible technological, financial and industrial / business 
development / skills investments, decision-making committees, others)

17 the company favors the participation / representation of women in associations, organizations and institutions / public and private entities (e.g. assemblies, committees, technical / technological 
bodies, others)
C4 Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits

18 which% of women fall into the 10% of the highest paid roles in the company (top decile: ≥90%)? (90% percentile of all RAL) 
19 which% of women fall into the 10% of the lowest paid roles in the company (lower decile ≤10%) (10% percentile of all RAL) 
20 what is the average% of "gender pay gap "(average of the difference in pay between men and women)?

21 the company has special programs, offers company benefits or coverage, including periodic and / or insurance, aimed at women (e.g. assistance for adoptions, fertility, childcare / subsidies, care 
for elderly parents, relocation, others)
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Design innovation and methodology (6)

Summary of the design process (12)

For a better visualization of the graphs, a reduced and simplified version was adopted in the text of the 33 questions, as
indicated below:

C5 Gender Representation, Visibility & Results/Outcomes Diffusion

22 the company periodically promotes, communicates and publishes company results and successes on media and social networks where there is a female representation of 
company leadership, including participation in conferences, seminars and events where they’re showed

23 the company recognizes awards, awards and visibil ity to women for significant / strategic / excellent company results achieved
24 the company promotes product / process / service innovations, patents and end applications generated by women (where applicable)

C6 Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites

25 the company adopts retention procedures and techniques to reduce the risk of resignation, and consequent loss of know-how and professional contribution, after a return after 
parental leave (e.g. for maternity, care of children / parents / relatives, other reasons) for retention of (where applicable)

26 the company has set up places reserved for breastfeeding and / or for the presence of young children at work (e.g. play areas) (where applicable) 

27 the company adopts company procedures for women that allow them to be absent for 1-2 hours, during working hours, for aspects of care for children, family members and 
relatives, including disabled people (flextime)

28 the company adopts procedures, business packages or degrees of freedom for women that allow to work remotely, at a distance, in other locations for aspects of childcare, 
family and relatives (telecommuting, work from home, smart working, flexspace)

29 the company periodically informs and communicates the possibil ities offered by laws, national regulations, standards and existing initiatives on the balance between private 
l ife and work reserved for women
C7 Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education)

30 the company evaluates the marketing and advertising elements of its products / services that have gender influences before their publication (where applicable)
31 the company has initiated or supports initiatives, work groups and / or communities for women (e.g. production, market, supply chain, social, other communities / 

32 the company has initiated education and sponsorship programs aimed at women in the community (e.g. financial, health, insurance, util ity of STEM disciplines - science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics, others)

33 the company allocates a budget to promote gender equality in the workplace or supports and makes monetary donations to non-profit organizations that have the primary 
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The sample of Confindustria Salerno companies (1)

 The Plural Women's Committee sent by email a communication, a presentation of the initiative and an invitation to
participate to the ~ 400 companies of Confindustria Salerno.

 42 companies (the sample) responded to the invitation, divided into classes, representing 8 different product sectors
(INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION SERVICES, MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES, TRANSPORT AND STORAGE,
ACTIVITIES OF ACCOMMODATION AND RESTAURANT SERVICES, RENTAL, TRAVEL AGENCIES, SUPPORT
SERVICES TO BUSINESSES, CONSTRUCTIONS, PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES,
OTHER) grouped into 2 aggregate sectors (manufacturing, services and other), with company size (no. of Employees),%
of female population in the company,% investments in research and innovation and company turnover, different from each
other.

 The details of the classes and their subdivision are presented in Annex 2.

 The table with the cross-section of the sample with the details of the various dimensions surveyed is presented on the
following page. The names of the companies have been made anonymous for reasons of privacy and confidentiality.

 Briefly, the overall salient data of the sample of 42 companies are:
 total company population surveyed: 3371 employees, of which: 20 owners / shareholders / owners (employees and non-

employees), 78 executives, 140 middle managers, 1020 office workers, 2133 operators
 % average female population present: 34.80% (median [50%] 29.5%)
 % of average business investments in research and innovation (see notes in Annex 2): 14.13% (median [50%] 10%)
 total value of investments in research and innovation of the sample: € 115.141 million (median [50%] € 237.5K)
 indicative average value of investment in research and innovation per company: ~ € 2.7 million (median [50%] € 5.65K)
 total turnover / production value 2020: ~ € 1.16 billion (median [50%] ~ € 5.2 million)
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The sample of Confindustria Salerno companies (2)
Data base aziende rispondenti (42) €K * 103 €

nome 
azienda

n. dip. tipologia  dipendenti di rigenti quadri impiegati
operatori/ 

trici
% donne % line % staff % invest. settore fatturato 2020 invest.

1 azienda1 7 Dirigenti, Impiegati 1 0 6 0 85 85 15 10 SERVIZI DI INFORMAZIONE E COMUNICAZIONE 670,00 67.000,00
2 azienda2 8 Dirigenti, Impiegati 1 0 7 0 87,5 28,5 42,9 28,5 ALTRO 1.000,00 285.000,00
3 azienda3 34 Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 0 9 25 5,89 0 100 0 ALTRO 4.440,12 0,00
4 azienda4 300 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 2 17 40 240 2 0,36 38 18 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 0,00 0,00
5 azienda5 48 Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 3 6 39 11 1 1 12 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 12.000,00 1.440.000,00
6 azienda6 25 Dirigenti, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 2 1 5 17 20 0 0 0 ALTRO 27.000,00 0,00
7 azienda7 48 Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 11 9 30 30 60 30 6 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 11.733,72 704.023,26
8 azienda8 75 Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 2 27 48 16 7 0 5 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 17.000,00 850.000,00
9 azienda9 24 Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 2 8 14 29 57 43 10 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 40.000,00 4.000.000,00

10 azienda10 29 Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 0 8 21 6,9 0 6,9 10 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 4.909,00 490.900,00
11 azienda11 390 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 5 3 80 300 10 30 30 30 TRASPORTO E MAGAZZINAGGIO 140.000,00 42.000.000,00
12 azienda12 250 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 4 3 90 153 20 20 60 5 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 75.000,00 3.750.000,00
13 azienda13 0 Dirigenti 3 0 0 0 80 60 20 50 ALTRO 100,00 50.000,00
14 azienda14 12 Dirigenti, Impiegati 3 4 9 6 2 30 10 70 ALTRO 1.300,00 910.000,00
15 azienda15 65 Dirigenti, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 4 0 20 40 11 25 75 3 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 11.600,00 348.000,00
16 azienda16 21 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 1 3 10 7 33 57 43 50 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 5.000,00 2.500.000,00
17 azienda17 139 Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 3 12 124 25 88 12 3 ATTIVITÀ DEI SERVIZI DI ALLOGGIO E DI RISTORAZIONE 19.000,00 570.000,00
18 azienda18 46 Quadri, Impiegati 0 1 45 0 37 25 65 1 TRASPORTO E MAGAZZINAGGIO 4.500,00 45.000,00
19 azienda19 99 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 1 10 60 20 35 15 20 40 ALTRO 28.000,00 11.200.000,00
20 azienda20 14 Dirigenti, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 3 0 6 5 60 60 60 60 ALTRO 7.000,00 4.200.000,00
21 azienda21 14 Quadri 0 1 13 0 40 80 20 15 SERVIZI DI INFORMAZIONE E COMUNICAZIONE 800,00 120.000,00
22 azienda22 13 Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 0 7 6 35 20 80 20 ALTRO 14.000,00 2.800.000,00
23 azienda23 8 Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 0 4 3 3 2 1 20 ALTRO 500,00 100.000,00
24 azienda24 61 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 2 3 8 48 10 40 50 9 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 13.500,00 1.215.000,00
25 azienda25 10 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 2 2 2 4 40 0 100 10 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 1.600,00 160.000,00
26 azienda26 2 Impiegati 0 0 2 0 100 100 0 0 SERVIZI DI INFORMAZIONE E COMUNICAZIONE 0,00 0,00
27 azienda27 275 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 11 18 50 196 27 95 5 10 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 70.000,00 7.000.000,00
28 azienda28 12 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 1 2 1 8 0 0 0 0 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 2.000,00 0,00
29 azienda29 7 Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 0 3 4 60 90 10 0 ALTRO 800,00 0,00
30 azienda30 43 Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 2 10 31 7 67 33 1 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 17.000,00 170.000,00
31 azienda31 773 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 18 30 208 517 17,5 16,4 30,3 3,4 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 503.374,00 17.114.716,00
32 azienda32 205 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 2 5 42 156 5 100 0 5 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 50.000,00 2.500.000,00
33 azienda33 9 Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 0 6 3 46 22 0 3 NOLEGGIO, AGENZIE DI VIAGGIO, SERVIZI DI SUPPORTO ALLE IMPRESE 3.100,11 93.003,27
34 azienda34 12 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati 2 2 8 0 90 80 20 5 NOLEGGIO, AGENZIE DI VIAGGIO, SERVIZI DI SUPPORTO ALLE IMPRESE 6.800,00 340.000,00
35 azienda35 46 Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 6 16 28 5 50 30 20 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 48.600,00 9.720.000,00
36 azienda36 7 Dirigenti, Impiegati 1 0 6 0 57 60 57 10 COSTRUZIONI 900,00 90.000,00
37 azienda37 150 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 3 2 142 3 66 73 26 0,5 ALTRO 5.333,88 26.669,38
38 azienda38 9 Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 0 0 3 6 34 90 10 20 ATTIVITÀ PROFESSIONALI, SCIENTIFICHE E TECNICHE 950,00 190.000,00
39 azienda39 27 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 1 1 10 15 48 95 5 0 ALTRO 5.800,00 0,00
40 azienda40 10 Dirigenti, Impiegati 1 2 10 8 80 80 80 10 ATTIVITÀ PROFESSIONALI, SCIENTIFICHE E TECNICHE 270,00 27.000,00
41 azienda41 16 Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 3 0 5 7 25 70 20 10 ATTIVITÀ MANIFATTURIERE 400,00 40.000,00
42 azienda42 8 Dirigenti, Quadri, Impiegati, Operai /Operatrici 1 1 7 1 60 40 60 10 ATTIVITÀ PROFESSIONALI, SCIENTIFICHE E TECNICHE 244,29 24.429,00

3351 78 140 1020 2133 34,80 45,70 31,17 14,13 tutti diversi € 1.156.225,12 € 115.140.740,91



Synthetic considerations on the results of the survey and their links w ith the 7 GEPs
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 Briefly, it is possible to summarize that the sample examined (42 companies), as a whole, shows, in its strengths, in a decreasing
way:

 C1 - Company Gender Policies, Behavior Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention (first 2 places in the ranking)
 a high interest / diffusion for life-private / work balancing policies reserved for women (Q3)
 slightly lower interest in pay / career growth monitoring systems for women (Q. 2)
 C6 - Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites (first 2 places in the ranking)
 a high interest / dissemination of corporate procedures or degrees of freedom that allow you to work remotely, at a distance, other

locations for aspects of care (dom 28)
 a slightly lower interest in company procedures for women that allow them to be absent for 1-2 hours, during working hours, for

aspects of care (Sun 27)
 C5 - Gender Representation, Visibility & Results / Outcomes Diffusion (first 2 places in the ranking)
 a high interest / diffusion for the% of promotion of product / process / service innovations, patents and final applications generated by

women (Q. 24)
 a slightly lower interest in the% of promotion, communication and publication on media and social networks of company results with

representation of women (Sun 22)

 Conversely, the sample shows, in its weak points, in a decreasing way:
 C7 - Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education) (last 2 places in the ranking)
 low interest / dissemination of start-up or support programs for initiatives, work groups and / or communities for women (Q. 31)
 even less interest in allocating a budget to promote gender equality in work or monetary donations to dedicated organizations (Q.33)
 C4 - Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits (last 2 places in the ranking)
 a low interest / diffusion of knowing the average% of the "gender pay gap" (average of the difference in pay between men and

women) (Q. 20)
 a wide spread of the% of women in 10% of the lowest paid roles in the company (Sun 19)

 For a quick visualization of which results of this study, emerging from the survey, create a first indication for the future improvement of
the 7 GEPs of the Project, in Annex 3 there is a picture of the correlations / associations between the 33 questions of the
questionnaire and the 7 areas and 32 sub-areas of the document GEPs monitoring indicators (Clusters) (D3.3) of the Project. These
correlations therefore give the coverage carried out by the survey for the indicators in question.

Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (1)



Evidenze complessive: Best e Worst Clusters del campione (1)
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (2)

 From the overall reading of all the responses received, the 3 Clusters that show the greatest interest and attention from the
sample, therefore the most important ones (Best Clusters), practiced / adopted and disseminated in the company, are in
order:

 C1 - Company Gender Policies, Behavior Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention
 C6 - Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites
 C5 - Gender Representation, Visibility & Results / Outcomes Diffusion
 follow, in descending order of importance:
 C3 - Gender Leadership, Accountabilities and Career Progression
 C2 - Gender Recruitment, Professional and Talent Development
 finally, always in descending order, the last 2 (Worst Clusters) follow:
 C7 - Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education)
 C4 - Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits

 The illustrations, with graphs and radar, are presented on the following pages. All details not included in this Executive
report are at complete disposal of the Female Plural Committee, which may distribute it to its own audience and
stakeholders of interest.

 The graphs and radars show a system of green, orange and red traffic lights, which indicate whether or not the average
value of the responses falls within one of the 3 intervals calculated on the min-max range of the individual responses
received. The min-max range of the individual answers can in fact present very different situations as illustrated in Annex 4.

 Annex 5 contains a synoptic table of the rankings, by classes and by Clusters, which made it possible to draw these
conclusions. It is studied on the basis of the frequencies in the ranking for the whole sample of 42 companies, calculated
on the positioning obtained by the Clusters in the individual classes of data examined (5 classes and 14 dimensions).

Overall Evidence: Sample Best and Worst Clusters (1) 



Graduatoria dei Clusters su tutto il campione (42 aziende) (importanza/ interesse/ adozione)
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (3)

Ranking of Clusters on the whole sample (42 companies) (importance /  interest /  adoption) 



Radar delle medie delle risposte per Clusters su tutto il campione (42 aziende)
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (4)

Radar of the average responses for Clusters on the whole sample (42 companies) 



Clusters radar w ith% of attention on the whole sample (42 companies)
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (5)



Istogrammi con % di distribuzione dell’attenzione/ diffusione su tutto il campione (42 aziende)
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (6)

Histograms w ith%  distribution of attention /  dissemination on the whole sample (42 companies) 



Strengths and points of improvement of the Best Clusters of the sample
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (7)

 Going into the specifics of these Clusters it is possible to highlight how each one manifests within it greater or lesser attention, importance
and dissemination of the practices and policies / procedures adopted or announced by the companies in the sample:

 Cluster C1 - Company Gender Policies, Behavior Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention
 manifests a strong point in question 3
 "The company has its own life-private / work balancing policies reserved for women (eg maternity protection, breastfeeding, leave for

absences related to child and family care, others similar)"
 and a point of improvement in question # 1
 "The company adopts policies, procedures and programs of: 1) awareness and disclosure to reduce discriminatory behaviors (eg internal

training, education, others) and / or 2) safeguarding and evaluating gender attitudes (eg behavior at work, habits, clothing, others) and / or
3) treatment and training for the prevention of sexual harassment "

 Cluster C6 - Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites
 manifests a strong point in question 28
 "The company adopts procedures, corporate packages or degrees of freedom for women that allow you to work remotely, at a distance, in

other locations for aspects of childcare, family and relatives (telecommuting, work from home, smart working, flexspace) the company has
its own life-private / work balancing policies reserved for women (eg maternity protection, breastfeeding, leave for absences related to child
and family care, others similar) "

 and a point of improvement in question # 25
 "The company adopts retention procedures and techniques to reduce the risk of resignation, and consequent loss of know-how and

professional contribution, after a post-parental leave return (eg. For maternity, care of children / parents / relatives, other reasons ) for
retention of (where applicable)

 Cluster C5 - Gender Representation, Visibility & Results / Outcomes Diffusion
 manifests a strong point in question 24
 "The company promotes product / process / service innovations, patents and end applications generated by women (where applicable)"
 and a point of improvement in question # 23
 "The company recognizes awards, awards and visibility to women for significant / strategic / excellent company results achieved"

 As illustrated on the following 3 pages.



Strengths and points for improvement Cluster C1
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (8)



Strengths and points for improvement Cluster C6
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (9)



Strengths and points for improvement Cluster C5
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (10)



Strengths and improvement points of the sample's Worst Clusters
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (11)

 Conversely, the clusters that are less widespread or weaker, to which it seems that, overall, companies pay little or minimal
attention are, as mentioned above, the C7 and the C4.

 Here too, entering into the specifics of these Clusters, it is possible to highlight how, despite the scarce diffusion and
presence, each one manifests within it a greater or lesser attention, relative importance of the practices and policies /
procedures adopted or announced by the companies in the sample. :

 Cluster C7 - Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education)
manifests, where present, a point of greater strength in question 30
"The company evaluates the marketing and advertising elements of its products / services that have gender influences

before their publication (where applicable)"
and a point of improvement in question # 33
"The company allocates a budget to promote gender equality in the workplace or supports and makes monetary donations

to non-profit organizations that have the primary mission of promoting it"

 Cluster C4 - C4 - Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits
shows a strong point in question 28 (only 5 out of 42 companies consider this practice to be broad and widespread)

«Which% of women fall into the 10% of the highest paid roles in the company (top decile: 90%)? (90% percentile of all
RAL) "

and a point of improvement in question # 19 (30 out of 42 companies consider this practice to be broad and widespread)
"Which% of women fall into the 10% of the lowest paid roles in the company (lower decile 10%) (10% percentile of all

RAL)"

 As illustrated on the following 2 pages.



Strengths and points for improvement Cluster C7
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (12)



Strengths and points for improvement Cluster C4
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Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (13)



Sample Best Practices (examples for data classes)
31

There are also in the various analyzes by data classes a series of company Best Practices, which must be highlighted 
as examples to be imitated. Some statistical cases are presented below. A more accurate analysis, company by 

company, can be commissioned ad hoc.

•Case 1: small companies (up to 10 employees) (12 companies)
•Here, the% participation of women in significant / strategic 

business decisions seems to be highly relevant / widespread (Q. 
16) (7 out of 12 companies) (58.33%)

•Case 2: large companies (more than 50 employees) (12 
companies)

•Here the% of promotion of product / process / service 
innovations, patents and final applications generated by women 
seems to assume a lot of relevance / diffusion (Q. 24) (6 out of 
12 companies) (50%)

Analysis by company size (no. Of 
employees)

Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis(14)



Sample Best Practices (examples for data classes) (follows)
32

•Case 3: medium (10% to 50%) (20 companies)
•Here, the presence of company procedures or degrees of 

freedom that allow you to work remotely, at a distance, other 
offices for care aspects seems to be of good relevance / 
diffusion (Q. 28) (8 companies out of 20) (40%)

•Case 4: large (greater than 50%) (11 companies)
•Here, the% of women who hold Top / Top positions or who 

report directly to the CEO / shareholder / owner (Sun 11) seems 
to have a good relevance / diffusion (6 out of 11 companies) 
(54.55%)

Analysis by% female population

Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (15)



Sample Best Practices (examples for data classes) (follows)
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•Case 5: medium (10% to 30%) (18 companies)
•Here, evaluations of the marketing and advertising elements of 

own products / services that have gender influences seem to 
assume a wide relevance / diffusion (Sun 30) (10 companies out 
of 18) (55.56%)

•Cases 6-7: large (over 30%) (5 companies)
•Here, both the% of company turnover produced by women who 

hold roles that generate revenues (Q. 8), and the% of recognition 
of prizes, awards and visibility to women for significant / 
strategic / excellent company results achieved seem to take on 
very high relevance / diffusion. (Sun 23) (4 companies 5) (80%)

Analysis by% of company investments 
in research and innovation (R&I)

Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (16)



Sample Best Practices (examples for data classes) (follows)
34

•Case 8: (manufacturing sector) (18 companies)
•Here it seems to assume a more than sufficient relevance / 

diffusion of the% participation of women in significant / 
strategic business decisions (Q. 16) (8 companies out of 18) 
(44.44%)

•Cases 9: (service sector and more) (24 companies)
•Here the% of workshops, seminars, training courses and 

professional training for women (skills, personal skills, adult 
education) seems to have a fairly high relevance / diffusion (Sun 
9) (11 companies out of 24) (45.83% )

Analysis by product sector

Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis(17)



Sample Best Practices (examples for data classes) (follows)
35

•Cases 10-11: small (up to € 2 million) (16 companies)
•Here, both the presence of company procedures or degrees of 

freedom that allow to work remotely, distance, other offices for 
care aspects and evaluations of the marketing and advertising 
elements of their products / services that have gender 
influences ,seems to assume a high relevance / diffusion (dom. 
28) (11 companies out of 16) (68.75% ), (Sun 30) (10 out of 16 
companies) (62.50%)

•Case 12: large (over € 15 million) (12 companies)
•Here, seems to be assuming  a sufficient relevance / diffusion, 

the% participation of women in significant / strategic business 
decisions (Q. 16) (5 out of 12 companies) (41.67%)

Analysis by company turnover

Results of the survey and conclusive synthesis (18)
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The survey in detail (1)

 For the sake of simplification of this Executive Report, only the histograms illustrating the% distribution of responses in the
low (10%, 10% -25), medium (25% -50%, 50% -75) and high (75% -90%, 90%) values are presented on the following
pages. %), which indicate the attention / diffusion of the practices adopted by companies. It should be remembered that
these graphs show rankings, or relative rankings or placements, which are obtained by adding only the values higher than
25% of attention / diffusion in the company.

 The peculiarities of some virtuous or "Best Practices" cases have been partially presented in the previous paragraph as
overall elements of the results for the development of future analyzes and new design paths. Those oriented towards the
improvement of the 7 GEPs, by data classes, are summarized in the suggestions in the last paragraph.

 The complete material of the analysis remains at the complete disposal of the Female Plural Committee which will be able
to distribute it to its own audience and stakeholders of interest.

 Specifically, the graphs for the data classes are presented in the following pages:
 company size (in terms of no. employees) (small, medium, large)
 % of female population in the company (small, medium, large)
 % investments in research and innovation (sum of fixed assets and costs divided by / turnover) (small, medium, large)
 commodity sector (manufacturing, services and more)
 company turnover (small, medium, large)

 Annex 4 shows the 5 data classes and their 14 overall dimensions.

 Annex 5 shows the synoptic tables that summarize the ranking position of the various Clusters, for the 5 classes and for
the 14 dimensions.



Evidence by company size (no. Of employees) (small)
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The survey in detail  (2)



Evidence by company size (no. Of employees) (medium)
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The survey in detail (3)



Evidence by company size (no. Of employees) (large)
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The survey in detail (4)



Evidence per % of female population in the company (small)
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The survey in detail (5)



Evidence per % of female population in the company (medium)
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The survey in detail (6)



Evidence per % of female population in the company (large)
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The survey in detail (7)



Evidence for% of business investments in research and innovation (small)
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The survey in detail (8)



Evidence for% of business investments in research and innovation (medium)
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The survey in detail (9)



Evidence for% of business investments in research and innovation (large)
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The survey in detail (10)



Evidence by product sector (manufacturing)
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The survey in detail (11)



Evidence by product sector (service and others)
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The survey in detail (12)



Evidence for company turnover (small)
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The survey in detail (13)



Evidence for company turnover (medium)
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The survey in detail (14)



Evidence for company turnover (large)
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The survey in detail (15)
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Future work suggestions and gender impact study (1)

 With the presentation of this study, the Plural Women's Committee will certainly be able to contribute to the evolution of the
debate on gender equality issues through a series of specific support and guidance actions.

 One of the issues that implicitly emerged from the study presented here is that there is ample room for improvement and
possible evolution on the "knowledge of gender equality issues" from different points of view, in terms of both upstream
literacy and operational practices

 The first is that of corporate awareness. In the presence of mixed male-female populations, beyond the% distribution% of
genders in the company, opening and animating the debate on the things that go / do not go and that should be practiced
more would allow to create a culture oriented to measure the advantages / socio-organized and also social benefits and
disadvantages / harm, to break down barriers, "bias oriented" and discrimination, sometimes useless, spurious or based on
stereotypes, on various fronts of gender equality. Eg. from how to set up policies, programs, procedures for gender
protection, to how to address the gaps in remuneration and incentive aspects, from professional growth to career systems
up to presence in top management, up to the impact on the rebalancing of organizational operations tout court, that can
reconcile benefits and sacrifices (e.g. aspects of natural care, in the work-life balance, in the case of mothers who care for
children / relatives in need), to the organization of places and workplaces (e.g. smart working) , according to the logic of
both the synchronization of activities between functions / roles, in order not to create reductions in company productivity,
and of new systems of engagement to make the male-female work base more cohesive, collaborative and less conflictual.
Certainly gender attitudes and business habits make and will make the difference to make every work environment more
inclusive / attractive / motivating or exclusive / unattractive / not very motivating.

 Training, with ad hoc projects, also financed by professional funds or other sources of subsidized finance, European funds,
others, should / could cover part of these "knowledge of the effects" gaps: 1) illustrating specific cases and best practices,
where gender equality in business practices pay off, also borrowed from foreign experiences (e.g. from companies in
Northern European countries or other geographies), 2) by inserting contents and objectives which, in addition to creating
and evolving the culture of gender equality , explicitly indicate the advantages of diversity, 3) presenting and explaining in
detail the positive implications on the outcomes (effects) of wide organizational, public, social and socio-economic interest.

Training, Awareness, Culture
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Future work suggestions and gender impact study (2)

 A series of key KPIs, or significant indicators of this study, which instead emerged explicitly and which appear to be points
of relative weakness in the sample (or less widespread), are related to the following topics (only a few relevant are
mentioned here):

 "The presence of special programs, benefits or company coverage, including periodic and / or insurance, aimed at women" (Q. 21)
(only 9.52%) (4 out of 42 companies)

 "The% of women in 10% of the highest paid roles in the company" (Sun 18) (only 11.90%) (5 companies out of 42)
 "The% of women in senior and middle management roles" (Sun 12) (only 11.90%) (5 out of 2 companies)
 "The preparation of places reserved for breastfeeding and / or for the presence of young children at work" (Dom. 26) (only 14.29%) (6

out of 42 companies)
 "The presence of career systems and progressions reserved for women (assessment / development of potential, professional,

succession, ..) (Sun 14) (only 14.29%) (6 out of 42 companies)
 "The destination a budget to promote gender equality in the workplace or the making of monetary donations to non-profit

organizations that have the primary mission of promoting it" (Q.33) (only 16.66%) (7 companies out of 42)
 "The presence of education and sponsorship programs aimed at women in the community (eg financial, health, insurance, utility of the

STEM disciplines - science, technology, engineering and mathematics, others)" (Q. 32) (only 16.66%) (7 out of 42 companies)
 "The dissemination of information, communications and offers from laws, national regulations, initiatives on balancing private life /

work" (Sun 29) (only 28.57%) (12 out of 42 companies)

 These relative minor attention / diffusion (even if present in some companies in the sample) therefore limit the comparison
and benchmarking against the "best practices" on specific issues and, consequently, do not allow a wide dissemination and
dissemination of "what is happening around , even around the corner "to regulate and take the necessary corporate
countermeasures.

Dissemination, Dissemination, Working groups, Meetings, Hubs (1)
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Future work suggestions and gender impact study (3)

 Therefore, a topic of relevance in perspective becomes that, in a broad sense, of animating debates and circulating
information on these indicators more frequently and in a timely manner, in a logic of periodic disclosure and dissemination
in the media and in the appropriate fora (private, public, institutional), also of public communication. The safeguards of
specific female elements (e.g. maternity, childcare, leave / special periods of absence for these aspects, ...), already
present in employment contracts (worldwide), are not sufficient by themselves to give the spectrum of opportunities that
companies themselves could seize to increase equality, opportunity and value.

 One of the first elements that the Plural Women's Committee aims to bring forward is therefore to create meeting places,
including asynchronous ones, initiatives, events, seminars and periodic, repetitive conferences / conferences, where can
emerge the complexities and criticalities of normative and social nature, existing and in progress, on gender equality.

 Similarly to the global debate on the climate and the reduction of the ozone hole, create work / study groups, dedicated
hubs and specific observatories, both territorial, national or supranational, where the needs emerged, the needs, a robust
system of equal opportunities , the unsolved problems and the still existing regulatory distortions, can find a natural and
serene territory of exchange, to make progress on the issue of the gender gap and its consequences, if badly managed.

Dissemination, Dissemination, Working groups, Meetings, Hubs (2)



1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.6 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.5 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 6.1 6.3 6.5
C1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D3 D3 D3
C2 D4 D9 D9
C3 D14 D14 D10 D11 D15 D16 D14 D14
C4 D20 D21
C5 D22 D22 D22 D23 D23 D22 D23 D24
C6 D28 D27 D26 D26 D27 D28 D29
C7 D33

3.5 4.4 6.2 6.4

Correlazioni/associazioni tra Clusters questionario CFP e 7 GEPs Progetto R&I Peers Horizon
nelle caselle sono indicate solo le domande del Questionario Confindustria Salerno - Comitato Femminile Plurale che sono correlate ai 7 Clusters GEPs.

I colori rappresentano punti di forza/intermedi/debolezza del campione esaminato vs i "Monitoring Indicators" dei 7 GEPs del Progetto R&I Peers
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Future work suggestions and gender impact study(4)

 Some initial evidences of the survey results allow us to evaluate their correlation with the 7 GEPs of the R&I Peers -
Horizon Project on gender equality.

 Below are presented in green, orange and red the questions, or the key KPIs of this study (present in the 33-question
questionnaire and related to the more than 100 indicators of the GEPs, divided into 7 areas and 32 sub-areas as illustrated
in the Annex 3) which give account of where the companies in the sample:

 apply policies, guidelines, programs, procedures, initiatives and practices with good diffusion and moderate success
 apply guidelines, programs, procedures and first practices with discrete attention and diffusion
 still apply little, if not absent, for various causes, paths, initiatives and procedures

Work path for a study on gender impacts (1)

7 GEPs R&I Peers - Horizon - Grant Agreement n. 788171
1 Raising awareness of gender equality within organisations

1.1 Broad culture free from discrimination and gender harassment (blatant, covert, subtle)
1.2 Effective monitoring and evaluative processes to guarantee gender equality
1.3 Strong involvement of the potential researchers (students, pupils, phd, etc.) in gender topic issues to build gender awareness
1.4 Preventing gender harassment

2 Gender dimension in research and curricula
2.1 Inclusion of gender studies in curricula
2.2 Inclusion of a gender dimension as precondition in all research programs
2.3 Effective funding’s support

3 Gender balance (in committees, research teams, job recruitment panels and career progression)
3.1 Gender analysis awareness about status quo among researchers within organisations
3.2 Gender salary gap
3.3 Gender fairness of selection committees
3.4 Equal opportunities for career progression for all researchers (male, female)
3.5 Gender balanced board of directors and decision making bodies
3.6 Strategies for positive discrimination in job offering

4 Work-life balance
4.1 Analysis of professional women and men needs
4.2 Clear and fairness policy
4.3 Involvement of the children in parents work
4.4 Supporting form men and women to optizime work-life balance (include allattamento)
4.5 Informing and communication on work-life balance possibilities

5 Mentoring
5.1 Analysis of needs of young and senior researchers
5.2 Improve self-efficacy for mentors and mentees
5.3 Support young and senior research
5.4 Effective presence of role models
5.5 Operative academic articles writing workshop
5.6 Dissemination

6 Female researchers’/staff career and excellence
6.1 Gender-sensitive analysis of existing promotion practices (social media, conferences, awards)
6.2 Visibility of women researchers’ results
6.3 Researchers women Excellence prize
6.4 Promotion of dissemination of the results
6.5 Mobility
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Future work suggestions and gender impact study (5)

 Finally, in a near future scenario, another theme that has already been brought to the fore by studies in more advanced
countries takes on relevance, that of studying, measuring and evolving the ROI (Return or Investment) of the gender
impact.

 For example, the Australian Government, through a specially created agency (WGEA-Workplace Gender Equality Agency),
has been studying the impact of female presence on performance for years and annually publishes its "Australia's gender
equality scorecard" (the latest of November 2020) , a document that succinctly illustrates the progress of improvements on
a whole series of parameters and indicators that measure the progressive reduction of man-woman differences on various
gender issues at company level (performance, pay, miscellaneous, others). In his recent study of June 2020 ("Gender
Equity Insights-Delivering the Business Outcomes") it is clearly demonstrated that the presence of women in the top
management (Key Management Personnel) of listed companies (ASX list) has led to (from 2014 to 2019) an increase in
the market value of companies of 6.6% (value of companies) and to an increase in market capitalization (average value of
common equity in the ASX list) of 5.8%.

 The Plural Women's Committee could, if adequately supported, carry out studies and initiatives, partly already outlined (*),
which will progressively lead to:

 establish some gender rating systems (or ranking) that first identify and then measure specific, pseudo-universal KPIs, to survey and
photograph the most virtuous (best in class) and least virtuous (worst in class) companies

 identify the correct paths to establish which KPIs are best suited to which types of companies (small, medium, large and multinational)
 contribute to building reward systems, with regulatory implications, based on public and financial criteria (also supported by

institutional investors / financial community: eg. Pension Funds, Investment Funds, etc.), for deserving companies that contribute to
growth of the welfare and wealth of one's country

 Expanding the debate on gender measurement and its social, economic and socio-organizational returns, in a "periscope"
logic, allowing the mapping of gender equality "best practices", will certainly contribute to the evolution of the debate on
these issues for a more balanced and healthy society in the life-work relationship between men and women.

 (*) Operational proposal for the "Gender Certification of companies" (September 2020)

Work path for a study on gender impacts (2)
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Attachments
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Annex 3 - Correlations /  associations between the 33 questions 
in the questionnaire and the over 100 KPI /  monitoring indicators 
of the 7 GEPs

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.6 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.5 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 6.1 6.3 6.5 7.1 7.2 7.3
C1 - Company Gender Policies, Behaviour Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention D1 D1 D1 D1 D3 D3 D3

C2 - Gender Recruitment, Professional and Talent Development D4 D9 D9
C3 - Gender Leadership, Accountabilities and Career Progression D14 D14 D10 D11 D15 D16 D14 D14

C4 - Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits D20 D21
C5 - Gender Representation, Visibility & Results/Outcomes Diffusion D22 D22 D22 D23 D23 D22 D23 D24

C6 - Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites D28 D27 D26 D26 D27 D28 D29
C7 - Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education) D33

7 GEPs R&I Peers - Horizon - Grant Agreement n. 788171
1 Raising awareness of gender equality within organisations

1.1 Broad culture free from discrimination and gender harassment (blatant, covert, subtle)
1.2 Effective monitoring and evaluative processes to guarantee gender equality
1.3 Strong involvement of the potential researchers (students, pupils, phd, etc.) in gender topic issues to build gender awareness
1.4 Preventing gender harassment

2 Gender dimension in research and curricula
2.1 Inclusion of gender studies in curricula
2.2 Inclusion of a gender dimension as precondition in all research programs
2.3 Effective funding’s support

3 Gender balance (in committees, research teams, job recruitment panels and career progression)
3.1 Gender analysis awareness about status quo among researchers within organisations
3.2 Gender salary gap
3.3 Gender fairness of selection committees
3.4 Equal opportunities for career progression for all researchers (male, female)
3.5 Gender balanced board of directors and decision making bodies
3.6 Strategies for positive discrimination in job offering

4 Work-life balance
4.1 Analysis of professional women and men needs
4.2 Clear and fairness policy
4.3 Involvement of the children in parents work
4.4 Supporting form men and women to optizime work-life balance (include allattamento)
4.5 Informing and communication on work-life balance possibilities

5 Mentoring
5.1 Analysis of needs of young and senior researchers
5.2 Improve self-efficacy for mentors and mentees
5.3 Support young and senior research
5.4 Effective presence of role models
5.5 Operative academic articles writing workshop
5.6 Dissemination

6 Female researchers’/staff career and excellence
6.1 Gender-sensitive analysis of existing promotion practices (social media, conferences, awards)
6.2 Visibility of women researchers’ results
6.3 Researchers women Excellence prize
6.4 Promotion of dissemination of the results
6.5 Mobility

7 Gender sensitive language in organisation’s documents
7.1 Analysis of the language of documents within organizations in order to detect and improving weak points
7.2 Promotion of gender sensitive language use
7.3 Gender sensitive communication

3.5 4.4 6.2 6.4

Correlazioni/associazioni tra Clusters questionario CFP e 7 GEPs Progetto R&I Peers Horizon

che sono in qualche modo collegate/correlate ai "Monitoring Indicators" dei 7 GEPs del Progetto R&I Peers Horizon
nelle caselle sono indicate solo le domande, nei 7 Clusters del Questionario Confindustria Salerno - Comitato Femminile Plurale, 
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Annex 4 - Traffic light system for graphs and radar (1)

 The green, orange and red traffic lights system is based on a simple technique of dividing the min-max intervals of the
averages of the answers obtained, both for the single questions, for the single Clusters, and for all the Clusters. In
consideration of this fact, not all rankings will be the same because different cases may arise, as in the 2 examples
illustrated below.

 Example 1
 Min-max range of all 33 responses

min-max range of the 7 Clusters

min score medio 1,67
max score medio 4,00

delta 2,33

3 intervalli passo 0,78
1 intervallo - inizio 1,67 1,67

1 intervallo - fine 2,44
2 intervallo - inizio 2,45 2,45

2 intervallo - fine 3,22
3 intervallo -inizio 3,23 3,23
3 intervallo - fine 4,00

C1 - Company Gender Policies, Behaviour Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention 3,28 C1
C6 - Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites 3,16 C6

C3 - Gender Leadership, Accountabilities and Career Progression 3,06 C3
C5 - Gender Representation, Visibility & Results/Outcomes Diffusion 2,93 C5

C2 - Gender Recruitment, Professional and Talent Development 2,64 C2
C7 - Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education) 2,40 C7

C4 - Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits 2,21 C4



C6 - Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites 3,58 C6
C1 - Company Gender Policies, Behaviour Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention 3,56 C1

C3 - Gender Leadership, Accountabilities and Career Progression 3,31 C3
C5 - Gender Representation, Visibility & Results/Outcomes Diffusion 3,31 C5

C7 - Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education) 3,04 C7
C2 - Gender Recruitment, Professional and Talent Development 2,86 C2

C4 - Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits 2,31 C4

min score medio 1,42
max score medio 4,75

delta 3,33

3 intervalli passo 1,11
1 intervallo - inizio 1,42 1,42

1 intervallo - fine 2,53
2 intervallo - inizio 2,54 2,54

2 intervallo - fine 3,64
3 intervallo -inizio 3,65 3,65
3 intervallo - fine 4,75
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Annex 4 - Traffic light system for graphs and radar (1)

 Example n.2
min-max range for all 33 answers

min-max range for the 7 Clusters



dimensioni 
aziendali (n.dip.)

fino a 10 
dipendenti

da 10 a  50 
dipendenti

maggiore 
di 50 

dipendenti

% popolazione 
femminile

fino al 10%
dal 10% al 

50%
maggiore 

del 50%

1º=primo posto C1 1º=primo posto C6 C1 C1 1º=primo posto C1 C1 C6
2º=secondo posto C6 2º=secondo posto C1 C5 C6 2º=secondo posto C5 C6 C5

3º=terzo posto C5 3º=terzo posto C3 C3 C5 3º=terzo posto C6 C3 C1
4º=quarto posto C3 4º=quarto posto C5 C6 C2 4º=quarto posto C3 C5 C3
5º=quinto posto C2 5º=quinto posto C7 C2 C3 5º=quinto posto C7 C2 C2

6º=sesto posto C7 6º=sesto posto C2 C7 C7 6º=sesto posto C2 C7 C7
7º=settimo posto C4 7º=settimo posto C4 C4 C4 7º=settimo posto C4 C4 C4

Tavola sinottica confronto graduatorie Cluster per classi (1)
(tutto il campione)

rank Cluster -->
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Annex 5 - Synoptic table of the rankings of the Clusters (1)

% investimenti in 
R&I

fino a 10% 
(*)

da 10% a 
30% (*)

oltre 30% 
(*)

settore 
merceologico

manifattur
iero

servizi e 
altro

fatturato 
aziendale

fino a € 2 
milioni

da € 2 a € 
15 milioni

oltre € 15 
milioni

1º=primo posto C1 C5 C1 1º=primo posto C1 C1 1º=primo posto C6 C1 C1
2º=secondo posto C3 C6 C6 2º=secondo posto C6 C5 2º=secondo posto C1 C3 C5

3º=terzo posto C6 C1 C5 3º=terzo posto C3 C6 3º=terzo posto C5 C6 C6
4º=quarto posto C2 C3 C3 4º=quarto posto C5 C3 4º=quarto posto C7 C5 C3
5º=quinto posto C5 C7 C2 5º=quinto posto C2 C2 5º=quinto posto C3 C2 C2

6º=sesto posto C4 C2 C7 6º=sesto posto C7 C7 6º=sesto posto C2 C7 C4
7º=settimo posto C7 C4 C4 7º=settimo posto C4 C4 7º=settimo posto C4 C4 C7

Tavola sinottica confronto graduatorie Cluster per classi (2)

rank Cluster -->
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Annex 5 - Synoptic table of the rankings of the Clusters (2)

1º 2º 3º 4º 5º 6º 7º

C1 - Company Gender Policies, Behaviour Integration and Sexual Harassment Prevention 10 2 2 0 0 0 0 14

C2 - Gender Recruitment, Professional and Talent Development 0 0 0 2 8 4 0 14

C3 - Gender Leadership, Accountabilities and Career Progression 0 2 4 6 2 0 0 14

C4 - Gender Pay Equity Policies & Benefits 0 0 0 0 0 2 12 14

C5 - Gender Representation, Visibility & Results/Outcomes Diffusion 1 5 3 4 1 0 0 14

C6 - Gender Retention, Work-Life Balance and Care Activites 3 5 5 1 0 0 0 14

C7 - Gender Initiatives to sustain Inclusive Culture (Brand Protection, Communities, Education) 0 0 0 1 3 8 2 14

FREQUENZE IN GRADUATORIA
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